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(2014-1S and Onwards)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

1.5 : Quantitative Methods for Business _ |

Time: 3 Hours

rnstruction : Answer shoutd be written in Engtish onty.

SECTION - A
Answer any f ive sub-questions f rom the following. Each carries two marks. (5x2=10)
1. a) Find the sum of all natural number from .l lo 25.

b) Find HCF and LCM ot 28, 42 and gB.
c) Solve : 3x2 * 27 = g.

ll I 111:',j:ff1,',on.:] 
a citv is 400, then find the totar popuration of the citye) Find the 20th term of the A.p 1 S, 12,g, 6 ...

Max. Marks : 70

(3x6=18)

SECTION - B
Answer any three of the foilowing, each carries six marks.
2. Solve the equation x2 * gx + 25 = y(x * { *25(x_ 5) _ 16.

f) FindA-8,,o=[, 11 *_[-r -2]
Ls 4) [_s 4l

s) ffi A = [] i] ,,0 
'= [;] find AB

10 6 ^2-'-+--n
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3' l-he sum of 3 number in AP is *15 and their product is -80. Find the nurr^i5ers.4' 3 kgs of sugar and 7 kgs of rice cost Rs. s50 and 7 kgs of sugar and 3 kg:: of ricecost Rs. 630. Find the cost of sugar and rice per kg, using cramer,s Rl,::.
5" of a man's sarary 15% is paid as rent, 607o as his riving expenses" 20% isdeposited in a bank and Rs. 325 is spent for the education of his children. whatis his salary ?

6. Solve the equation by elimination methad.
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SECTION _ C

Answer any three of the following. Each carries fourteen marks.
7. a) Solve through formula method :

6x 6[x+1)+ ' -J:13
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(3x14=42)

x+1 x

b) How many terms of the series 5, 4, 3, ... must be taken so that sum may be -90 ?
B. a) Two numbers are in the ratio of 4:5 and it 24is subtracted from each of

them, the remainder are in the ratio of 2:3. Find the numbers.
b) The sum of three numbers in a G.P is 14 and their product is 64. Find the

numbers.

L a) Using properties of determinants evaluate

lzs 6 111

1n1 =lso s ,ul
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b) AB and c enter into partnership with Rs. 5,000, 3,000 and 2,000 respectively.
A and B get 20"/" and 1O'h of the profit for special efforts and the balance is
shared in capital ratio. In total if A receives Rs. 600 more than B. How much
does each receive ?

Find the inverse of A = [2 41

L6 13_l

A man borrowed Rs. 62,500 from a bank. After 2 years he paid Rs. 67,600 in
full settlement of his debt. Find the rate of compound interest.

Find the present value, true discount, Banker's discount and Banker,s gain on
a bill of Rs. 10,450 due in 9 months al6k per annum.
Find the compound interest on Rs. 4,000 tor 1yz year at 1o"h per annum
interest payable half yearly.

10. a)

b)

11. a)

b)


